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Abstract— This paper presents a visual attention based convo-
lutional neural network (CNN) to solve the image classification
problem in the real complex world scene. The presented method
can simulate the process of recognizing objects and find the area
of interest which is related with the task. Compared with the
CNN method in image classification, the model is proficient in
fine-grained classification problem and has a better robustness
due to its mechanism of multi-glance and visual attention. We
evaluate the model on vehicle dataset, where its performance
exceeds CNN baseline on image classification.

I. INTRODUCTION

Image classification has already become one of most

important branches in computer vision for many applications,

such as fingerprint entrance control system, face recognition

technology and so on. However, with the requirements of

rich applications, scene complexity, and a wide variety of

things, the performances of the state-of-art techniques are

not satisfied, especially for the fine-grained classification

problem for its categories only being discriminated by subtle

and local differences.

Vehicle classification is a key means to track the suspect

for police and manage vehicles for parking. In modern traffic,

the camera installed widely at the crossing is usually an

essential equipment. Therefore, images of vehicles in the

driveway are easily available. Vehicle classification in these

captured images is a very practical and essential technique,

which has been extensively studied for decades. However,

vehicle classification remains a challenging task. Because

some images are not clear due to the strong or dim lights, bad

environment or photographic equipments, and some images

have interference information, which have pedestrians or

other vehicles, shown as Fig. 1. In this paper, we use these

captured images to recognize the type of vehicle.

Recognizing the type of vehicle is a typical fine-grained

classification task, for the similarity among categories. Fine-

grained classification task is a popular research topic in com-

puter vision. Computer vision system processes the whole

parts of an image at once and processes each part in a same

way, such as the feature extractor ( Histogram of Oriented
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Gradients (Hog) [1], Scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT)

[2], Local Binary Patterns (LBP) [3]), common classifiers (

template matching [4], Bayesian classification [5], support

vector machine (SVM) [6] and random forest (RF) [7],

Boosting [8], and convolutional neural network (CNN) [9]).

These methods extract local features at all parts of image and

they aggregate these features from different spatial regions to

get a representation of the image. These methods treat each

part of an image in the same way. But we know that every

image has the key area, especially for the challenging fine-

grained classification task. The fine-grained classification

task has a requirement that classifiers are able to catch local

differences accurately, which is a challenge for traditional

methods.

For fine-grained classification, human has the ability to

catch local differences accurately, due to its multi-glance and

visual attention mechanism. In detail, human has a fovea

area in which vision is acuity. When glancing at an image,

a person sees an image with a small part clear and others

fuzzy and the image is sent to human brain. After several

glances a person knows the image by analyzing these clear

parts.

Fig. 1. The vehicle data

The paper proposes a visual attention based CNN model

by simulating human vision mechanism. Our model simu-

lates human center fovea to process image with fovea vision,

and use the information entropy to evaluate the processed

image. The information entropy guides to select the following

interest area. We summary the main contributions as follows:

• Inspired by human vision mechanism of multi-glance

and visual attention, the paper proposes a visual atten-

tion based CNN model for image classification. This
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model is mainly for fine-grained classification.

• The model prevents exhaustive search or random search

when selecting an interest area, by using a feedback

(the information entropy) to adjust the recognizing

processing.

We organize the paper as follows. First introduce the

related work in the next section. In the third part, we design

the frame of our model. Then, an experiment of vehicle

classification is presented. Finally, we conclude in the fifth

part.

II. RELATED WORK

CNN has been widely studied more than ten years in

computer vision system, for example LeCun uses supervised

back-propagation networks in digit recognition [10]. In the

early research, CNN has been only applied in small-scale

image classification (such as MNIST, CIFAR10/100 and

NORB), limited by the computing power. With the develop-

ment of GPU, the deep CNN with millions of parameters has

been used in the scale image classification tasks [9], scene

labeling [11] and so on, showing a significant improvement

in computer vision. In particular, large-scale CNN trained

on ImageNet [12] has an excellent performance [13]. Zeiler

studies why large-scale CNN on ImageNet performs so well

and shows that convolutional layers are equal to a set of

learned filters [14]. Low-level representations are shared

among categories, and high-level representations are more

global and more distinguishing. When big data is accessible,

the deep architecture CNN performs better than shallow

architecture CNN. Many researchers have begin to use the

deep architecture, but it is difficult to train due to large

parameters.

It has a long history for people to pay attention to

focus area, and saliency detectors are motivated by human

perception in the early time. Bottom-up visual character-

istics help guiding eyes movement and the influnence of

distracter regions might be reduced based on target features

[15]. Itti et.al [16] proposes a simple conceptually model

for saliency-driven focal visual attention. The above works

focus theoretical analysis or based on hardwired. In [17] a

method is proposed for improving the run-time of general-

purpose object-detection algorithms. This method can help

robot cameras to quickly scan scenes of high resolution

by simulating digital fovea. In [18], a recurrent model of

visual attention is present and has a great performance on

the MNIST dataset. Aurelio Ranzato studies where to look

for image classification [19]. Our method is also based on

visual attention motivated by human vision mechanism.

III. MODEL DESCRIPTION

In this section we present the Oxford VGG CNN model

proposed by [20], and design the visual attention based

CNN model by combining human multi-glance and attention

mechanism into the Oxford VGG CNN model. Compared to

the first model, our proposed model is able to stand out local

features like human vision.

A. Oxford VGG model

Oxford VGG model is a deep convolution network for

large-scale and complex image classification tasks, which

is first used in ImageNet Challenge 2014. The model has

five convolutional layers, which can be seen as filters for

extracting features. Then three fully-connected (FC) layers

follow these convolutional layers. The last second FC layer

contains 1000 channels corresponding to the 1000 classes

in the ImageNet classification task. The final layer is loss

function (softmax) S [20]. Karen Simonyan shows the rep-

resentations with low feature layers can be generalised to

other datasets and perform well [20]. For another task, three

Fully-Connected (FC) layers should be changed as the task.

For an input image X , the output of Oxford VGG model

is calculated as follow:

P(X) = M(X,w)

P(X) = [p1, ..., pC ]
T , pi ∈ [0, 1]

(1)

where M is the mathematic model of VGG CNN, w is

the parameter vector and pi is the probability of the image

belonging to i−th class. C is the number of possible classes.

The maximum probability py means that the image is most

likely to fall into the y − th class. The recognition result of

the image with the model is y − th.

py = max
i

(P(X))

= max
i

(pi), i ∈ [1, C]
(2)

If the class of the input image is y∗, our purpose is to

maximize the py∗ , so the loss function is cross-entropy error

defined by:

l(X, y, a, b) = −log(py∗) (3)

Concretely, the training objective is to minimize the loss

function l(X, y, a, b) by adaptively tuning the parameter

vector w.

B. Visual attention CNN model

For a classification task, we should predict a label of

an input image which has some task-unrelated redundant

information. In order to find the task-related area, we propose

a visual attention based CNN model. Our proposed model is

shown as Fig. 2.

1) Model inference: The working processing is shown as

Fig. 3. In the model, every input image is filtered by a digital

fovea which imitates the human center fovea. A focussed

image Xf processed by the digital fovea is obtained as:

Xf =F (X, a, b) = Φ(a, b)⊗X

=

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝

φ11x11 φ12x12 . . . φ1Dx1D

φ21x21 φ22x22 . . . φ2Dx2D

...
...

. . .
...

φD1xD1 φD2xD2 . . . φDDxDD

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠ (4)

where Φ represents digital fovea, (a, b) is the center point

which the eye looks at, and ⊗ denotes an element-wise mul-

tiplication. The digital fovea works like a mapping function
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Fig. 2. The model of visual attention based CNN. The system frame consists of three parts: digital fovea, evaluation network and searching a center point.

Fig. 3. The mechanism of visual attention based CNN

φ :

φ(x, y, α, β) = sigmoid(r, α, β)

=
1

1 + exp(α(r − β))

(5)

r(x, y) =
√

(x− a)2 + (y − b)2 (6)

where r is the distance between a pixel position (x, y) and a

center point (a, b). The value φ of mapping function ranges

from 1 to D. The value near (a, b) is close to one, otherwise

zero. From these equations, we can see that the focused

image has a high resolution near the center point (a, b).
Fig. 4 shows the value of mapping function φ changes

with the distance. The value keeps larger within a certain

distance. So for a focused image, there is a small patch near

the center point with high resolution shown as Fig. 5(b).

A CNN following the digital fovea is used to evaluate a

focused image Xf . The CNN is called evaluation network,

and has a deep structure similar to the Oxford VGG model

shown in Sec. III-A. For an input focused image, the output
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Fig. 4. The mapping function

is a probability distribution P(Xf ) from (1). The maximum

probability py is the result of the focused image from (2),

called mid-result.

The output P(Xf ) is used to calculate the information

entropy, which can measures the amount of the uncertainty

of a random variable. In detail, if the value of entropy is

larger, the confidence of the determination is lower.

The information entropy of a variable s can be calculated

by :

H(s) = E[−logpi] = −
n∑

i=1

pilogpi (7)

where the variable s has several probable states s1, s2, ..., sn,

and pi is the probability of state si. When all the probabilities

of states is 1
n which means that the state of the variable s is

equally possible, the information entropy reaches the largest.

The information entropy of a probability distribution

P(Xf ) can also measure the discrimination of a focused

image Xf and indicates how difficult the focused image can

be classified correctly.

Based on the information entropy, the discrimination of a

focused image is defined as:

E(Xf ) = − 1

logC

C∑
i=1

pilogpi,

C∑
i=1

pi = 1 (8)
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where 0 ≤ E ≤ 1, E equals 1 with pi =
1
C , i = 1, 2, ...C,

and E equals 0 with (p1, p2, ..., pC) = (0, 0, ..., 1, ..., 0). We

use E to direct the following center point where to look. The

following center point is chosen with a feedback Bf :

Bf (Xf ) =

{
1 , E(Xf ) ≤ HV PT

−1 , E(Xf ) > HV PT

(9)

If the E(Xf ) is no more than the given threshold EV PT ,

the evaluation network gives a positive feedback, otherwise

it gives a negative one.

A focused image which has a positive feedback is easier

to distinguish and its center point lk has a key area related to

recognition task (k is the k-th center point found by us). The

following center point lk+1 should be selected in another key

area which also has an task-related information.

There is a small patch near the center point with a high

resolution shown as Fig. 5(b). We crop the patch X̄k ∈ Rd×d.

The principle of choosing the following center point is that

the most similar patch to the cropped one X̄k is chosen with

a positive feedback Bf (Xf ) > 0, otherwise a least similar

one is chosen. The following center point is located in the

the most or least similar patch.

Fig. 5. The performance of Hashing algorithm. a), The original image. b),
The center point lies in the left headlight. c), The center point lies is the
right headlight which is the result of hashing algorithm searching with a
positive feedback

In this paper, we use image hashing algorithm to find the

following patch X̄k+1 matching with the target patch X̄k,

due to its great discriminative ability, and low computational

cost [21], [22].

A patch is encoded with the hash function H and projected

into low-dimension binary hash codes h(h1, h2..., hm).⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝

h1

h2

...

hm

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠ = H

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝

X̄1

X̄2

...

X̄n

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠ , H ∈ Rm×n, and m < n (10)

The similarity between a patch X̄i and a target patch X̄t can

be expressed by :

d(xi, xt) = ||hi − ht|| =
√√√√ m∑

j=1

(hi
j − ht

j)
2 (11)

The similar sorting d1, d2, ..., dn between the patches

X̄1, X̄2, ..., X̄n and the target patch X̄t is calculated by

(11). The most similar patch d1 is chosen when the feedback

is positive, otherwise a least similar one dn is chosen. The

processing of selecting a new center point is shown as Fig.

6. The result of image hashing algorithm is shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 6. Image hashing algorithm

We select a center point randomly for simple computation

and exploration in the new chosen patch. The new center

point lk+1 is input to the digital fovea part, and a new

focused image is generated. Then the new focused image

would repeat the process above. The model stores the focused

image whose feedback Bf is positive, and Nlab denotes the

number of stored images.

Nlab =
k∑

i=0

Bf (i), Bf (i) > 0 (12)

2) Prediction and learning: We get these center points

with the positive feedback, then how can we obtain a accurate

prediction using these center points.

In this paper we use some combination rules to predict

labels. A simple prediction method is majority voting. In the

model, the number of center points with the positive feedback

is Nlab. When Nlab reaches the set number N∗
lab, the model

will stop (flag = 1) to find an new center point.

flag =

{
1 , Nlab ≥ N∗

lab

0 , Nlab < N∗
lab

(13)

For each center point, it generates a focused image Xi
f .

Each focused image has a mid-result yi and an entropy

E(Xi
f ) (i ∈ [1, N∗

lab]), after through the evaluation part. The

maximum number of class among these mid-results is the

final result by majority voting.

While the information entropy reflects the discrimination

of a focused image, the mid-result of a focused image with

a small E has a high credibility. In the paper, we give each

focused image a weight coefficient which is calculated by

information entropy.

F i = 1− E(Xi
f )

wi
e =

F i∑N∗
lab

j=1 Fj

, i = 1, 2, ..., N∗
lab

(14)

where F denotes the avail value of focused image, and we

is the weight coefficient of focused images.
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Then the second combination rule is weight majority

voting. The final result y∗ is calculated by:

y∗ = max
i

N∗
lab∑

j=1

wi
eI(y

j = yi), i = 1, 2, ..., N∗
lab

I =

{
1 , yj = yi

0 , yj �= yi

(15)

Through observing dataset and experiment, we find that

the useful information usually locates in the lower part of

a image. In the upper of the picture there is some useless

information such as another vehicle or passerby (shown as

Fig. 1), we prefer to believe that the key area is at the lower of

each image. Give a priori weight wi
h to each focused image

entropy, and higher weights are assigned to more credibility.

The final result y∗ is calculated as the following:

y∗ = max
i

N∗
lab∑

j=1

wi
hw

i
eI(y

j = yi), i = 1, 2, ..., N∗
lab (16)

In the part of selecting a new center point, we choose a

similar patch from the candidate set. The number of patches

in candidate set are no more than N −1, with a image being

divided into N patches. It is reduced one in each iteration.

When the candidate set is empty, the focused images of

positive feedback is not enough, Nlab < N∗
lab. In this case,

stop the process and replace N∗
lab with Nlab in (16).

Model parameters from valuation network CNN need to be

tuned at the training time. For each training sample, there are

N∗
lab focused images with positive feedback. They combine

the loss function L(X, y∗,w) shown as:

L(X, y∗,w) =

N∗
lab∑

i=1

l(X, y∗, ai, bi)wi
hw

i
e (17)

where l(X, y∗, ai, bi) is the cross-entropy error (3). We

obtain a set of optimum value or satisfying quasi optimum

value of w by minimize the loss function L(X, y∗,w).

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this part, we introduce experimental dataset and pa-

rameter setting and present quantitative results to validate

the effectiveness of the visual attention based CNN against

state-of-the-art CNN model.

A. Image Dataset

We test the proposed method’s performance on vehicle

datasets. The task is vehicle classification discriminated from

different brands: Audi, Bavarian Motor Works, Volkswagen

and so on. The dataset has 58 classes in all, with 15000

training images and 2000 test images. These images are

comprised of front vehicles’ perspective, captured by camera

from different intersections, in different lighting conditions,

with artificial classification and containing a misclassified

small portion.

Some classes are too similar in appearance, like Fig. 7. We

can see that (a) is belong to MAZDA while (b) is HAIMA

AUTO, but they are very similar and we can observe some

tiny differences in headlight and logo. So other information

of the two images is useless for discriminating them. Thus

the task needs more efficient methods and our model can

meet its requirements by ignoring useless information and

keeping useful information.

Fig. 7. Similar images among different classes

B. Model parameters setting

In the paper, CNN model, as a standard baseline, is a large-

scale network and its parameters initialized by the parameters

of Oxford VGG [20]. Oxford VGG has 5 convolution layers

and 3 fully-connected layers with 1000 outputs. We choose

the front 5 convolution layers, following a new definition

fully-connected layer with 100 outputs and the output of the

model has 58 channels for 58 classes, called VGG58.

In visual attention based CNN, the size of input image is

224× 224 and its evaluation network is the baseline model

(VGG58). The setting number N∗
lab is 6 and the information

entropy threshold EV PT is 0.3.

C. Result

Fig. 8 shows the result of the task with visual attention

based CNN and VGG58 separately. (a) and (b) show the

error of classification with two model. The sign ’traintop1e’

is the error, which is generated in the training dataset with

each image being predicted only once. ’traintop5 e’ is the

error in training dataset with each one being predicted five

times. ’testtop1 e’ is the error in test dataset with only one

time for predicting an image. ’testtop5 e’ is the error in test

dataset with only five times of prediction for each image. (c)

and (d) are objective functions, calculated by (3) and (17)

separately.

Compared with the Fig. 8 (a), our method has a cheering

result which has an obvious improvement, shown in Fig. 8

(b). In Fig. 8 (c)-(d), the objective of our model is also lower.

We can get the same conclusion that it is useful for image

classification by visual attention based CNN. And our model

gives a smaller loss function than VGG58. That is to say if

the class of input image is y∗, py∗ which is the output of our

model is larger than that of VGG58 model. Our model gives a

predicted label with a large probability and small information

entropy, meaning that the prediction of our model has a larger

credibility.
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Our model can also classify the similar vehicles shown as

Fig. 7. The result of the first vehicle is right with a high

probability py∗ = 0.978, and the second result is also right.

The probabilities of two results are larger than VGG58. The

loss function of our model is smaller than that of VGG58,

indicating our model is sensitive to local information and has

a better performance for fine-grained classification task.
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Fig. 8. Train curves tracking the average error and objective (average loss
function) on Vehicles-85 task. (a), Each point represents average error on
train data and test data per epoch of the total dataset be trained once with
VGG58. (b), Average error with visual attention based CNN. (c), Objective
on train data and test data with VGG58. (d), Objective with visual attention
based CNN.

V. CONCLUSIONS

This paper proposes a visual attention based CNN model

for fine-grained classification task, and evaluates the model

on vehicle dataset. In the training and test process, each

image goes through the digital fovea part, creating several

images of different center point. These processed images

would decide the original image’s category together. The

digital fovea makes a image clear near the center point and

ignoring far area. Then the model saves the valuable area and

abandons the redundant information. We have test the system

on the realistic data set of 17000 frontal visual images of

vehicles. The task has an improvement of accuracy than the

VGG58. The result shows that the proposed method is useful

for the fine-grained classification task.
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